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Abstract

The rise in adoption of mobile cloud computing (MCC) has increased the se-
curity concerns and this fact has motivated security practitioners to consider
novel lightweight authentication approaches in order to improve the authen-
tication as a service (AaaS). Indeed, the authentication process has a direct
e�ect on client's perception of trust and therefore the authentication method
is required to be robust and easy to use simultaneously. In this paper, we have
proposed virtual port knocking authentication method which uses port knock-
ing to authenticate users by using the closed port. Moreover, it employs the
virtualization concept taken into account as a constructive concept in MCC to
enhance the performance which is a�ected by long length of knock sequence
in the basic port knocking. The statistical results indicate that the proposed
method o�ers an acceptable level of security calculated based on the proba-
bility of hacking. The empirical results indicate that the imposed bu�ering
load to the cloud gateway is decreased around 4% for the short length knock
sequence while, the enhancement is about 12% in case of using the long knock
sequence.
Keywords: Authentication, portknocking, Virtualization, Mobile Cloud com-
puting
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, most of the daily operations which contain personal information
are done through online applications. These applications make the operations
more facile during the short period of time. However, at this moment in
time, security has a high priority due to irreversible losses which are occurred
by disclosing the personal information especially in the �nancial operations.
The security concerns would be more highlighted in the networks which o�er
services such as storage, computational operations and platforms sharing in the
server side to cover the restrictions of the user's devices. One of these networks
is mobile cloud computing (MCC) [1] which is adopted by organizations and
individuals in last few years. With growing the number of users, security turns
to a considerable challenge for cloud provider [2], [3].

To overcome the security problems and reduce the negative e�ect on them,
authentication process counts as the �rst important applied stage [4]. Although
user name and password is the most common way to authenticate the users,
there are lots of attempt to make these kind of authentication more complicate
to reach the higher security. One of the approaches to this end is an interactive
authentication which means using the second password (usually is a sent code
to the phone number of user) during the performing operations that utilizes by
the most of the online bank systems. These kind of authentication is known
as two-factors authentication method [5],[6],[7]. Nonetheless, two-factors au-
thentication method su�er from communication limitation in some cases for
instance delayed received SMS or weak mobile network coverage in some areas
can bring on the timeout error and terminate the session middle of the process.
Therefore, the lightweight authentication method which is a possible way to
make balance between security and performance is still required.

Recent studies try to apply port knocking authentication model for the
MCC which show that it has potential to use as an antidote of fears about
security issues in authentication stage [8]. In port knocking method, authen-
ticating process is performed on closed ports. Indeed, clients (port-knocker)
send non-reply synchronization (SYN) packets to the speci�c closed ports of
server's FW [9],[10] consecutively that is called knocked process. Meanwhile,
the server logs the incoming packets through storing information in its bu�ers.
Therefore, port sequence is used as a password. In fact, this method uses se-
cret key for authentication that is a sequence of ports and this secret key is
de�ned statically or dynamically. Whenever the valid sequence is determined,
an appropriate port is opened for port-knocker (who generates the sequence)
to use require the services [11]. In another word, port-knocking is a strategy
used to grant remote access without requiring left the port open constantly.
Hence, port in this system is kept open based on user's demand for a period of
time. Consequently, the vulnerability of the system is reduced in comparison
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to the situation in which ports always remain unclosed for authorized users to
o�er services [11]. Also the basic port knocking model needs some changes to
be suitable for MCC which are considered hereinafter.

The basic port knocking method has undergone several changes by previ-
ous studies to overcome issues which are Plain text port sequence, Network
Address Translate (NAT) Knock [12], Denial of Service (DoS) knock attacks
[13], Appropriate length of knock sequence [14], Out of order packet delivery
[15] and Lack of association between authentication and connection [15], [16].
During this transformation the port sequence has been changed from static to
dynamic mode [17] and plain knock sequence was converted to the encrypted
sequence [18], [19], [20], as it makes port knocking more secure. Lack of at-
tention to the length of the knock sequence needs to be addressed by port
knocking authentication to make it suitable for MCC [[21], [22] and [11]]. In-
deed, length is a factor that has an e�ect on the performance if it is not chosen
properly. Theoretically, if the selected length is too short, sni�ers can �nd the
range easily with capturing the tra�c. On the other hand, the long length in-
creases the possibility of DoS knocking attack. Providing balance between the
length of knock sequence and prevention of attack is an issue that is expected
to be solved in an improved version of port-knocking [14].

In this paper, the impact of selecting inappropriate length with the im-
plementation is analyzed. Moreover, as a main contribution, we propose a
new technique to solve these issues which is known as virtual port knocking
technique. Moreover, we direct the researchers who are interested to solve
this problem through suggesting the applicable solution. The rest of this pa-
per is organized as follows; Section 2 presents the analysis of length issues in
knock sequence in terms of security and performance, followed by virtual port
knocking authentication in Section 3. Section 4 discusses about the security
and performance results which are gathered from implementation of virtual
port knocking and compare them with basic port knocking's result. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper with some future directions to overcome these
issues which can make the port knocking suitable for MCC environment.

2 Analyses the Issue of knock sequence length

One of the constraints of port knocking is the selection of appropriate length
for knock sequence due to its e�ect on both security and performance. Be�t
length of knock sequence can be weighed by a level of security and performance
that cloud users are expected. In overall, short length for knock sequence
refers to a sequence which has more than one but less than four knock packets.
Selecting the short knock sequence which is determined statically increases
the probability of identi�cation of port sequence by malicious users who are
monitoring the tra�c. For example, consider a scenario in which each user
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needs to send three packets to prede�ned ports. Although these three ports are
closed during the knocked process, hackers through monitoring and sni�ng the
packets can �gure out the port numbers. Even if they do not know the correct
order of them, they can �nd out, with changing the order of knock sequence
less than seven times. To decrease the chance of hackers in disclosure the
knock sequence, two options exist. First we can use dynamic knock sequence
in which random ports are utilized for knocking process. It would be more
di�cult for hackers to capture the knock sequence. Second option concerns
about using long knock sequence that it covers the security issue, but it leads
to performance challenges.

Long knock sequence decreases the performance in two aspects, which are
authentication times and bu�ering load. Long sequence takes more time in
comparison with short length to be completed and then server compares with
prede�ned one in static knock sequence. The time which is wasted in a dy-
namic long sequence is almost two times of static short sequence. Because
port knocking module in the server side waits to receive completed sequence,
then spend time to generate the sequence based on the random key. In the
�nal stage, a generated sequence is compared with received one. Hence, long
length of the knock sequence imposes latency to the authentication process.
On the other hand, for each port which is attending to the port knocking au-
thentication a bu�er is allocated to store the information during the knocking
process. The bu�er is expected to be �ushed after �nishing the knock process
regardless the result. Therefore, in case of using long knock sequence, bu�er
depletion occurs later than the situation in which short knock sequence is used.
Moreover, size of the bu�er and number of users who knock the certain ports
in a same time could be led to the bu�er over�ow. Bu�er over�ow leads to
miss the correct sequence and failure of authentication, although the user is in
the authenticated group.

Table 1 shows the theoretical comparison between short and long lengths of
knock sequences, which are evaluated in the following through using the math-
ematical and experimental results. Regards to table, short knock sequence has
a high probability to be disclosed by the hacker in comparison with long knock
sequences, while, in terms of performance short knock sequence provides fast
authentication. Furthermore, the load which imposes to the server due to
monitoring and allocating the bu�ers in short knock sequence is cost-e�ective
in contrast with the long one. Moreover, short knock sequence is preferable for
high-tra�c networks due to a higher chance that it has to be completed. Gen-
erally, short knock sequence is an acceptable option in scenarios that concern
about the performance while the long knock sequence is expected to choose by
high-security scenarios.
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Table 1: Comparison of short and long knock sequence

Identi�cation

probability by

hackers

Time of

authentication

Load of

monitoring

High tra�c

network

suitability

Short knock
sequence

High Low Low Yes

Long knock
sequence

Low Low High No

2.1 Impact of the knock sequence length on the security

Security issue which may arise due to select the short knock sequence is eval-
uated here through using the mathematical concept. In the rest of this paper,
XHP and XTP parameters indicate the number of hacked packets and number
of transferring packets, respectively. Mathematically, the number of ways to
have XHP among XTP are calculated through using Equation (1) in which
"NDWHP" indicates the number of di�erent ways to hack a packet.

NDWHP =

(
XTP

XHP

)
=

XTP !

XHP !(XTP −XHP )!
(1)

Assuming that the length of the sequence is "3" then the number of ways that
one of the packet could be hacked is equal to :

NDWHP =

(
3

1

)
=

3!

1!2!
= 3 (2)

Nevertheless, in case of port knocking authentication, all the ports are required.
That means all the packets are expected to hack by sni�ers to have a prosperous
authentication. Logically, there is one way to have a successful hack of sequence
in which all packets should be sni�ed. Additionally, the mathematical concepts
support the noticed logical statement through using Equation (3).

NDWHP =

(
3

3

)
=

3!

3!
= 1 (3)

Each packet has an equal chance of being hacked or not, so all eight possible
outcome which is illustrated by following graph (Fig 1) are equally probable.
The probability of a di�erent number of hacked packets calculates through
using equation (4) in which LKS indicates the length of knock sequence, and
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Figure 1: Number of ways which led to di�erent number of hacked packets in
3-knocked sequence

P(SP) shows the probability of success sni�ng for each packet.

P (SP ) =
NDWHP

2LKS
(4)

Table 2 shows the probability of a di�erent number of hacked packets in the
three knocked sequence primary column determines the number of hacked
packets while the second column belongs to a number of ways that the re-
quirement of the �rst column could be occurring. Finally, the third column
shows the probability. In the port knocking that all packets should be hacked

Table 2: Probability of hacked packets in the 3 knocked sequence

Number of

hacked packets in

the 3 knocked

sequence

Number of ways Probability

0 1 1/8

1 3 3/8

2 3 3/8

4 1 1/8

by a hacker to allow them to pass the authentication process the number of
ways is always "1" then the probability of hacked a knock sequence is cal-
culated through using following Equation (5) in which P (HS) indicates the
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probability of hacking a sequence.

P (HS) =
1

2LKS
(5)

Therefore, Table 3 shows the probability of hacked sequence for various lengths
which includes short and long knocked sequence.

Table 3: Probability of hacked sequence for various lengths

Length of
knock

sequence
Probability

3 1/8 = 0.125
4 1/16 = 0.062
5 1/32 = 0.031
7 1/128 = 0.007
10 1/1024 = 0.0009

Fig 2 shows the hacking probability of a knock sequence. The horizontal
axis indicates di�erent lengths while the vertical axis depicts the probability
of hacking. The down ward trend can �gure out from the graph meanwhile
the length of sequence is increasing. Although the graph has downward slope,
gradient descent among short lengths is sharper than the long ones.

Figure 2: Probability of hacking a sequence for di�erent lengths

Still the achievement is not enough for malicious users to claim that they
can misuse the sequence, because the order of the ports plays a key rule in
the port knocking authentication. Therefore, the hacker needs try di�erent
combinations, LKS! times to �nd a correct order. Accordingly, the exact
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probability of hacked Sequence P (HS) could come out from Equation (6) for
one user and single attempt to knock the server in the certain time.

P (HS) =
1

2LKS × LKS!
(6)

Now if considering to a real system in which multiple users try to send an
authentication request to the server the probability is calculated by Equation
(7) in which "U" shows the number of users who are in the authentication
phase in a speci�c time.

P (HS) =
U

2LKS × LKS!
(7)

It is necessary to point that the note this equation is true in case of static
sequence.
Fig 3 illustrates the hacking probability of a sequence given 100 parallel au-
thentications. The vertical axis represents the hacking probability, and the
horizontal axis depicts the knock sequence's length. It can be noted from the
�gure that the hacking probability exponentially decreases by the increase of
the knock sequence's length.

Figure 3: Probability of hacking for various length of sequence in case of 100
simultaneous authentication request

Fig 4 presents the hacking probability of a 5-knocked sequence. Accord-
ingly, the vertical axis depicts the hacking probability, and also the horizontal
axis represents the number of users. As it is shown in the �gure, the prob-
ability of hacking increases gradually until having 1000 users and after that
point, the hacking probability starts to rise moderately by adding the number
of users.
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Figure 4: Probability of hacking for 5-knocked sequence with di�erent
number of users

2.2 Analyses the impact of length of the knock sequence

on performance

Performance of port knocking authentication evaluates through using two fol-
lowing parameters;
1. Time of port knocking authentication (ToPKA): which start counting time
when a port knocker sends the authentication request from to end of the au-
thentication process.
2. Load of bu�ering (LoB): This parameter computes the load which is im-
posed to the CGW due to monitoring the ports and creating dynamic address
lists to bu�er the packets of a port knocker. Indeed, the LoB estimates by the
memory space which is occupied for bu�ering. Hereinafter, two mentioned pa-
rameters are measured to examine the e�ect of the length on the performance.

2.2.1 Measuring the time of basic port knocking authentication

One of the factors which are involving evaluating the performance is time of
authentication. The theoretical discussion asserted that using long knock se-
quence consume more time in comparison with the short length. Table 4 shows
the run time for single client through using di�erent length of knock sequence.
Table 4 clearly shows that increasing the length of knocked sequence the time

Table 4: Run time of basic port knocking for single attempt

Lks 3 4 5 7 10

ToPKA 3.034 4.079 5.030 7.040 10.036
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of authentication take more seconds for performing authentication. Moreover,
it would be worse in case of parallel authentication. The gathered data from
100 concurrent 5-length port knocking authentications, show the minimum run
time is about "5020.89" milliseconds while the maximum run time is "5222.8"
milliseconds. Time increases to "5079.26" and "18359.07" milliseconds in case
of having 500 simultaneous authentication. That determines growing the num-
ber of users has a negative e�ect in run time of the basic port knocking.

2.2.2 Measuring the load of bu�ering in basic port knocking

In the port knocking each port needs a list to track the port knocker's oper-
ations. The order of sequence would be checked by port knocking module in
the server through storing IP address of the port knocker in the list of each
port. Hereinafter, the load of bu�ering for each port knocking is investigated.
The LoB can evaluate by memory space that is occupied for each authentica-
tion process. First, the LoB of 3-knocked sequence examines then it expands
for other lengths of knock sequence. Dynamic address lists which create to
keep the track of port sequences in the 3-knocked port knocking are known
as dynamic lists because they are created during the knock process, and they
are elevating the port knocking. Each list stores the IP address of the port
knocker. Then, for individual user and single attempt of sending an authenti-
cation request, each bu�er needs 32 bits. Hence, the required space for each
port knocking authentication computed by the equation (8).

LoB = L× 32bits (8)

now if the number of users who send a request simultaneously equal to "U"
the LoB calculates through using Equation (9).

LoB = L× U × 32bits (9)

Above two equations clearly indicate that the increase in LoB has a direct
relationship with the increase the length of knock sequence and number of
users. Table 5 shows the LoB for 100 simultaneous authentication requests
and various lengths. The LoB values are in kilobytes. Graphs in Fig 5 reveal

Table 5: Load of bu�ering of 3-knocked basic port knocking for 100 attempts

Lks 3 4 5 7 10

LoB 1.1718 1.5625 1.9531 2.7343 3.9062

the memory space which is occupied by each length of knock sequence per
number of request for authentication. The horizontal axis belongs to a di�erent
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number of users who are in the authentication stage in the same time while,
the vertical one shows the occupied memory space in Kilobytes. The upward
trend of all graphs determines that increment of the number of request lead
to more required memory. Moreover, the important point can �gure out from
the graphs is stunning di�erence between occupied memory in short and long
knocked sequence, especially when the amount of users increases dramatically.

Figure 5: Occupation memory(KB) for di�erent number of users and lengths
of port knocking

This di�erence is about more than two times in 700 parallel authentications
that shows the increment of users and length of knock sequence impose negative
e�ect on performance. Therefore, appropriate method which can cover the
short and long lengths of knock sequence limitation is highlighted especially
in the MCC environment that needs high security and acceptable performance
due to the shared nature and number of users.

3 Virtual port knocking authentication

Virtuallization in port knocking can be applied in two di�erent phases; the �rst
one that is the main focus of this subsection, employ the virtualization concept
during the port knocking. While the second one use virtualization after con-
�rming a success knock process to protect the open connection. For instance,
in the SPKT method [23] in the post port knocking phase, VPN connection
held between port knocker and knock server. Distributing the port knock-
ing authentication to the virtual machines and analyzing how virtualization
impacts on port knocking are the main goals of this subsection.

Knocked Virtual Machines (KnVMs): Set of virtual machines, which are
allocated for port knocking authentication is known as KnVMs. These virtual
machines cooperate with the cloud gateway and each other based on the de�ned
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policy to monitor, track and record the related information about the knock
packets until the knock sequence be completed.

Knocked Virtual Machines Manager (KnVMMs): When a complex policy
for collaborating the KnVMs is utilized, the KnVMMs module responsible to
make a connection between related KnVMs.

Initial Port Knocking Packet (IPKP): That is the primary packet, which
port knocker sends to CGW. It has information about the port knocker as its
content. Furthermore, IPKP brings information about key of random genera-
tion function in case of dynamic port knocking.

Knocked Virtual Machine List (KnVMList): It refers to a list which is used
in KnVM to store the information of knock packets for checking the trustworthy
of ordering the knocked packet. Besides, time out parameter which indicates
how long that information would be remained on the list, is using to manage
the time of the authentication process.
Hereinafter, virtual port knocking is de�ned with 4 knock sequences. In this
scenario,one CGW and three KnVMs are cooperating with each other. In fact,
a port knocker sends an IPKP to the CGW and the information of packet and
port knocker store in a list (bu�er). The CGW makes a decision about the
distribution of the rest of knocked packet to which KnVM based on the port
number on which received the IPKP.

If the sequence matches with the prede�ned knock sequence in static port
knocking or with the server-generated in the dynamic one, result of success
authentication returns to the CGW. Then the post port knocking phase is
started in which an appropriate port will open for the speci�c port knocker.
Moreover, based on the prede�ned rules in the CGW further security policies
like VPN, IPSeC could be applied. Apart from that, all the bu�ers which are
occupied for that speci�c port knocker would be �ushed. There is necessary
to point that all these processes are done only when the initial packet sent to
the correct closed port in the CGW, otherwise the packet is dropped without
sending any noti�cation to the packet initiator.

Fig 6 indicates the steps of virtual static port knocking, which is completed
through sending four (4) knocked packets. In the �rst stage, a port knocker
sends IPKPto CGW further it sets a timer (T) that is used for terminating
port knocking process in case of failure. Three remain knocked packets send
to CGW as well. Then the port knocker checks the timer if its value is greater
than "Number of packets of knock sequence ×10 Sec" port knocker audits
acknowledge packet that is sent via the server. If the port knocker received the
acknowledge packet that means authentication done successfully.Otherwise,
the process of authentication failed and the port knocker requires to start it
again. The following �owchart (7)describes the steps during the process of
VSPK. To make the process understandable, consider three ports for port
knocking, which are P1, P2 and p3 in the CGW. Furthermore, It is assumed
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Figure 6: Virtual Static Sequence Port Knocking Authentication in client side

that three KnVMs are involved the knocking process. In fact, in this scenario
for each port which is involved in the port knocking,a KnVM is considered. It
is obvious that this kind of distribution policy is unsuitable for case studies in
which a range of port numbers are allocated to knocking process for the CGW.
Then, decision-making process requires modi�cation based on each scenario.
The �rst step of �owchart indicates that CGW monitors the ports.

Fig 8 determines the trend of client in virtual dynamic sequence port knock-
ing. Port knocker generates dynamic sequence through using random generator
module. Then it sends IPKP to the �rst generated port number of CGW. The
IPKP has a key of random function as well. Further client sets a timer (T)
that is used for terminating port knocking process in case of failure. Three
remain knocked packets send to CGW . Then port knocker checks the timer
if its value is greater than "Number of packets of knock sequence × 10 Sec"
port knocker audits acknowledge packet that is sent via the server. If the
port knocker received the acknowledge packet that means authentication done
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Figure 7: Virtual Static Sequence Port Knocking Authentication in server
side

successfully. Otherwise the process of authentication failed and port knocker
requires to start it again.

Fig 9 describes the steps during the process of VSPK. To make the process
understandable let's consider three ports for port knocking in the CGW which
are P1, P2 and p3. Also. It is assumed that three KnVMs are involved the
knocking process. In fact, in this scenario for each port which is involved
in the port knocking, a KnVM is considered. It is obvious that this kind of
distribution policy is not suitable for case studies in which a range of port
numbers are allocated to knocking process for the CGW. Therefore decision
making needs modi�cation based on each scenario. The �rst step of �owchart
indicates that CGW monitors the ports. Afterwards, it stores the IPKP's
information into the CGWList. If IPKP received by pn subsequently the rest
of the port knocking process assigns to the KnVMn. For instance, the CGW
received IPKP in the P1 then the rest of the packet forwards to the KnVM1.
After that, KnVM1 monitors the ports and keeps the primary packet on the
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Figure 8: Virtual Dynamic Sequence Port Knocking Authentication in client
side

KnVMList1. When it receives the second packet, it stores that packet on the
KnVMlist2 if the preliminary one is valid. The validity of the �rst packet is
checked by fetching the content of KnVMList1. The same operation is expected
to happen in third packet. Then as a �nal step, the server compares the
prede�ned knock sequence and the received one. If they are same that means
authentication done successfully otherwise all involved bu�ers are released.

Through using virtual port knocking, which is interactive, the load which
is imposed on CGW in the normal port knocking is elevated due to spread
the authentication between several KnVMs Now to solve the length problem
of the knock sequence, dynamic port knocking is presented in the following
subsection.
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Figure 9: Virtual Dynamic Sequence Port Knocking Authentication in server
side

3.1 Collected Data for virtual Port knocking

In this section data which are related to the security and performance are
collected from mathematical equations and experimental computation.

3.1.1 Security measurement for the virtual port knocking

In the virtual port knocking, all the packets are sending to the CGW then
it distributes to the related KnVM. Therefore, probability of hacking the se-
quence is same as the basic port knocking. That means the P(HS) for the
virtual machine calculates through using equation (10) for the static knock
sequence.

P (HS) =
U

2LKS × LKS!
(10)
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3.1.2 Performance measurement for the virtual port knocking

E�ciency of the performance could weighted in several aspects which are dis-
cussed in this section. The parameters which are used to evaluate the perfor-
mance are ToPKA and LOB. As mentioned before, the �rst factor indicates the
time of port knocking authentication in millisecond. The second factor works
on the load which is imposed on the CGW and KnVMs due to the monitoring
and bu�ering the received packets.

Time of virtual port knocking authentication: This section examines
the e�ect of distributing the authentication among several KnVMs, on the
ToPKA. Theoretically, the virtual port knocking with short length of knock
sequence is expected to need less time in comparison with long knock virtual
port knocking. Hereby we aim to indicate if the experimental data which is
acquired supports the hypothesis presented within the theoretical discussion.
To this end Table 6 shows the time which is spent for virtual port knocking,
while in the cloud side just the CGW and one KnVM server the port knocker
request. The values in table (6) determines the authentication time is approx-
imately four times when the length of knock sequence is increased from three
to ten. Also, comparing the time value indicates that the time di�erence be-
tween the short lengths sequence is more than long one. For instance, the time
which is taken to have a 4-knocked virtual port knocking is roughly more than
2 times of 3-knocked one. While, this amount is just about three (3) seconds
when the length of knock sequence increase from 7 to 10.

Table 6: Time of virtual port knocking authentication for single attempt

Length of Knock Sequence 3 4 5 7 10

ToPKA 31.009 64.003 85.004 127.019 130.019

Then generally the experimental time result argue that to have a secure
authentication with considering time, the three-knocked authentication is more
cost e�ective than the four knocked virtual port knocking. Whereas, in case of
long length it would be completely reverse. that means ten- knocked sequence
is more preferable than seven-knocked.
Also, the achieved results certi�es the theoretical statements in which the
ToPKA have an upward trend meanwhile the number of packets which are
involved in the port knocking are increasing.

Up to now, the impact of length increment on the ToPKA is investigated.
The next stage for choosing an appropriate length when time is considered, is
evaluation the e�ect of raising the number of users which apply for authen-
tication in a same time. Table 7 contains the ToPKA of 10 users, who use
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5-knocked virtual port knocking method when the server allocates the CGW
and three KnVMs to handle the authentication process.

Table 7: Time of 5-knocked virtual port knocking authentication for 10
simultaneous users

85019.42 85040.75 85008.03 85001.19 85014.05
85017.4 85043.2 85024.38 85011.18 85030.47

The collected time data shows the authentication time for 10 users is vary from
"85001.19" to "85043.2" milliseconds. The average time for each user equal
to 85.021 seconds. While, the gathered data for 100 parallel authentication's
attempts indicate that minimum run time is "85000.43" and the maximum is
"85118.96" milliseconds. The average time for each user is about "85.028".
The facts and stats shows clearly each port knocker requires to spend addi-
tional 0.007 seconds when the amount of users turn to 10 times rather than
before.
In the real cases MCC serves the numerous number of users therefore 10 or 100
parallel authentications is not close to the fact. Hence, the time of authentica-
tion for 500 users who run the port knocking process in the same time without
even milliseconds delay is gathered to evaluate a real case study. The achieved
data determines the ToPKA changes between "85020.74" and "100868.93".
Although the time di�erence between minimum and maximum time of au-
thentication for 500 users is not as little as before, the average time for each
user equal to "89.1160" seconds. It shows that each user need more four sec-
onds to �nish the authentication process regardless the result of it while the
number of users increase dramatically from 10 to 500.

The smooth slow upward trend of ToPKA for virtual port knocking indi-
cates that this method potential to be considered as a suitable method in case
of having numerous concurrent authentications. But this statement is correct
when performance evaluate by only time factor.

Measuring the load of bu�ering in virtual port knocking: In the
virtual port knocking, the load of bu�ering distributes among the virtual ma-
chines as mentioned before. The practical observation shows only information
about the �rst packet of authentication is stored by the CGW. While the rest
of information forward to the KnVMs. Hence, the LoB for the CGW in the
virtual port knocking is equal to:

LoBCGW = U × 32bits (11)

That U indicates the number of users who apply for authentication in the same
time. Also, the load which is imposed to each KnVM computes by Equation
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(12)
LoBKnVM = U × (Lks − 1)× 32bits (12)

The above equations indicate that the LoB which is impose to the CGW
is completely independent to the length of the knock sequence. In fact, the
mentioned load increase directly through raising the number of users.
Table 8 shows the space which is expected to occupy for monitoring the various
number of users. The values are in KiloByte. The mentioned space is only for

Table 8: Load of bu�ering of the CGW in virtual port knocking

Number of users 10 100 500
LoB 0.0390625 0.390625 1.953125

authentication process and occupied space for post-phase is not count in this
calculation. Also, Table 9 indicates the allocated space through using KiloByte
unit, for tracking the authentication in each KnVM. We assume that the whole
system works based on the normal and equal distribution, which means if the
number of users who use the sequence which is assign to the KnVM1 to be
processed equal to X. The same number of port knockers use the sequences
which are assigned to KnVM2 and KnVM3.

Table 9: Load of bu�ering of each KnVM in virtual port knocking

Number of users 10 100 500
LoB for 3-knocked sequence 0.078125 0.78125 3.90625
LoB for 5-knocked sequence 0.15625 1.5625 7.8125
LoB for 7-knocked sequence 0.234375 2.34375 11.71875

4 Results and Discussion

Fig 10 shows the average time which is spent by each user to complete the
basic or 5-knocked virtual port knocking. The horizontal axis represents the
number of simultaneous attempts of authentication whereas the vertical one
belongs to the time of authentication. According to the �gure, run time rises
dramatically from 5.03 to 85.02 seconds in case of ten parallel authentications
when users utilize virtual port knocking instead of basic one. Which means
time is roughly seventeen times when port knockers use the virtual port knock-
ing authentication.
The upward trend of consumed time remains constant when the number of
users who want to be authenticated in the same time, increases from 10 to 100
users. While authentication of huge number of users for instance 500 parallel
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users consumes 14-fold time in comparison with the basic port knocking. The
main reason of a feasible di�erence is back to the usage of KnVMs during the
virtual port knocking and distributing the authentication. The negative e�ect
of distribution in the time of authentication give high opportunity to basic au-
thentication to be selected by port knockers in contrast with the virtual port
knocking. The huge di�erence indicates that distributing the authentication
among KnVMs is a time-consuming process. Afterward, through comparing
the imposed load on the CGW, a proper result is �gured out that shows using
the virtual port knocking is cost e�ective or not?
Fig 11 and Fig 12 are comparing the amount of the allocated memory space

Figure 10: Comparison of ToPKN of virtual port knocking and Basic port
knocking

in case of using basic and virtual port knocking. The horizontal axis belongs
to the various number of users who apply for port knocking authentication
in a same time. While, the vertical axis reveals the amount of the occupied
memory space through using the kilobyte unit.
In Fig 11 �rst three bar charts in each column represent the required memory
for 3, 5 and 7 length of basic port knocking, respectively. Whereas, the fourth
chart is representative of the memory space which is granted for the authen-
tication process in the CGW of virtual port knocking. Take a quick look to
this �gure makes it clear that in virtual port knocking, the memory space for
bu�ering would be increased through expanding the length of knock sequence
and number of port knockers as well. Whereas, in the virtual port knocking in
case of examine the imposed load on the CGW, the length of knock sequence
do not have any e�ect on increasing the amount of memory. Indeed, the re-
quired memory space is rising gradually by adding the number of users.
The bar charts show clearly that the allocated memory space for all methods
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is less than 0.3 KB for 10 concurrent authentications. Although the largest
amount of space allocates to the 7-knocked basic port knocking, the required
memory space has not been signi�cant di�erence for all methods in this case.
Growing the number of simultaneous authentications emphasizes the bene�t

Figure 11: Allocated memory space to port knocking process for basic and
CGW of virtual port knocking

of using the virtual port knocking rather than the basic port knocking in terms
of memory utilization. For instance, the memory space that is required for 100
users in the virtual port knocking is 10 times in comparison with before, but
it is still below the 0.5 KB. While basic port knocking needs "L × 10-fold"
memory in the same condition. Therefore, the amount of required memory for
7-knocked basic port knocking is near to 4 KB.
When the number of users reaches to 500, the occupied memory is around to
6 KB, 3 KB and 14 KB for 3, 5 and 7-knocked basic port knocking in order
whereas, the fourth bar chart still does not reach to 3 KB. Hence, in case of
500 concurrent users, virtual port knocking enhances the performance with
reducing allocated bu�ering space in the CGW around 4% for short length
knock sequence and decreases it around 12 % in case of using long length.
The main reason behind these results is the distribution process, which is
performed in the virtual port knocking and reduces the load on the CGW.

The comparison results of the imposed load on each KnVMs and basic
port knocking is shown by Figure 12. Both basic and virtual port knocking,
have a same trend in memory occupation when we discuss about the load of
KnVMs in virtual knocking method. That means both has a dramatics upward
trend when the number of port knockers increased from 10 to 500. Despite
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the mentioned similarity, still the amount of memory which is required by the
KnVMs is less than the required amount in the basic port knocking. This

Figure 12: Allocated memory space to port knocking process for basic and
virtual port knocking

di�erentiate reaches to 2 KB in case of 500 parallel authentications. This
di�erence would be high if the number of KnVMs grow from one to three
because the number of request, which is sent by users would be divided into
the number of KnVMs.

5 Conclusion and Future Direction

To conclude, this paper argues that short length of knock sequence makes au-
thentication vulnerable by increasing the chances of hackers to capture and
decrypt the packets and �nd the Knock sequences. Moreover, selecting the
long knock sequence requires more bu�ers to monitor them and imposes bu�er-
ing load due to occupation more memory space to the server side. Besides,
long knock sequence makes the authentication process slower in comparison
with using the short length knock sequence. Moreover, a new technique is
presented by this paper which is called virtual port knocking that could be
consider as solution to mitigating the security and performance's issues. in
decision-making step to choose between virtual and basic port knocking, the
administrators decide based on the performance's requirements because both
methods have same P(HS). Therefore, if the network does not face limitation
of memory space, virtual port knocking would be a better option due to less
process time that it need. Otherwise, the time could be placed in the sec-
ond level because over�owing of bu�ers lead to drop the authenticate request
beside the unauthenticated ones.
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Although the load of bu�ering is reduced through using the virtual port
knocking, the time of authentication is raising up dramatically due to the
authentication distribution between virtual machines. The increased time has
a reverse e�ect on the performance enhancement specially in case of users
enlargement. Therefore, hereinafter we point to the two methods which could
be considered as solution to optimize the port knoking method for MCC in
the near future.

1. Using dynamic concept to have dynamic length during the authentica-
tion. That means each client use di�erent length in each attempts. Dynamic
lengths are selected randomly. This method theoretically would help both se-
curity and performance. Because through using various lengths, hacker needs
more e�ort to �nd the correct sequence. Also, the average time which is spent
for authentication would be reduced.

2. Combining virtual method and dynamic one to generate new method
which enhances bu�ering load, time of authentication and security.
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